
Remember, there are four parts to a document question: 

 

Q1 is comprehension - just read the documents and answer the questions. 

Q2 is comparison - always make reference to both documents in your answers. 

Q3 is criticism - do the same here, and remember to talk about primary and  

       secondary sources and bias. 

Q4 is context - a longer question about the topic the document is looking at.  

     This handout will help with that part. 

History Revision 

DOCUMENT QUESTION 

 

Nuremberg Rallies 

Jarrow March 

Stalin’s Show Trials 



Why did Hitler hold the Nuremberg Rallies? 

or 

What impact did the Nuremberg Rallies have 

on Germany? 

1. What was the point? 

 - To present himself, the Nazis and Germany as strong and powerful. 

 - To strengthen German self-confidence after the losses of World War I and Versailles. 

 - To strengthen Nazi rule in Germany and show the world the power of Hitler. 

 

2. How? The rallies were an example of propaganda (messages designed to influence people’s  

   opinions.) 

 

3. How much did the Nazis use propaganda? A lot!  (Josef Goebbels - Minister for Propaganda)  

  - Newspapers: Controlled by the government.     

  - Radio: People were given special “People’s Radios” which could only tune in to Nazi stations. 

  - Education: Children were taught Nazi ideas and to worship Hitler.  

      Boys had to join the Hitler  Youth, which trained them to become good soldiers. 

      Girls had to join The League of German Maidens, which taught motherhood. 

 

4. How were the rallies an example of propaganda? 

  - Hitler commissioned Albert Speer to build the rally grounds based on ancient Roman ruins. 

  - The swastika was displayed everywhere, and the events were very organised, with rows of  

     soldiers everywhere. The Army, the Hitler Youth and the League of Maidens all marched in  

     the rallies. 

  - Hitler chose Nuremberg because it was easy to access, and it was an historic German city, so 

     there was a lot of symbolism for rallies to be held there. 

  - The main event was Hitler’s speech. In 1935 he announced the Nuremberg Laws, which  

     forbade marriage between Germans and non-Germans, and targeted Jews. 

  - Leni Riefenstahl made a propaganda film about the 1934 Rally, Triumph of the Will. 

 

5. What impact did the Rallies have? 

 - They helped to strengthen Nazi rule and made Hitler even more popular in Germany. People 

   found his speeches to be very good and convincing, he was a good orator (speaker). 

 - They helped to restore the German people’s confidence in the greatness of Germany. 

 - The Nuremberg Laws made life extremely difficult for Jewish people in Germany. 



Why did the Jarrow March take place? 

or 

Was the Jarrow March a success? 

1. What were things like in Jarrow in the 1930s? 

 - Jarrow is a town in northern England. 

 - In the 1920s, its main source of employment was the shipyard and the steelworks. Both    

    closed after the British economy suffered after World War I and the Great Depression.  

    Thousands lost their jobs. (1931: Unemployment across UK: 15%, in Jarrow: 72%!) 

 - Unemployment benefit (12-15 shillings a week for 3 months) wasn’t enough to support  

    families, and many lived in huge poverty. 

2. What were the Government doing about it? 

 - The Conservatives were in government, and they were more concerned with fixing the  

    economy than dealing with poverty and unemployment in the north. 

3. What did the people of Jarrow decide to do? 

 - They began to organise a march from Jarrow to London, with a petition for the government 

    to do something about the unemployment. 11,000 people signed it. 

 - 200 men were chosen (after medical  check-ups), and their local MP, Ellen Wilkinson        

            (Labour) marched with them. 

4. How did the march go? 

 - They stopped in towns along the way each night and got a very warm welcome in all of     

   them. The men were given free meals, drinks, cinema tickets. Ellen Wilkinson made speeches  

             explaining why they were marching and highlighting the poverty the people of Jarrow were  

             living in. This won their cause a lot of support throughout England. 

5. What happened when they got there? 

 - A huge crowd of supporters met them in London. The Prime Minister, Stanley Baldwin, took  

             the petition but his government did nothing about the situation. The men returned home,     

              dejected. 

6. So was the march a failure? 

 - In the short term, yes. But they raised awareness of the horrible conditions suffered in towns  

    like Jarrow. 

 - World War II began three years later and restarted shipbuilding and steelworks. 

 - After the war, Labour became the new government and began creating the Welfare State -  

   they reformed unemployment benefit, healthcare and education to try to ensure that the  

   conditions suffered in Jarrow would never happen in Britain again. 



Why did Stalin hold Show Trials? 

or 

What impact did the Show Trials have on Russia? 

1. What kind of leader was Stalin? 

 - He had schemed to come to power in the 1920s, with the help of Kamenev and Zinoviev. 

 - He was against Leon Trotsky - they had different ideas about how to run the Soviet Union. 

 - He established a dictatorship and a cult of personality around himself. No-one was allowed 

    to speak against him, and he distrusted people from all parts of society. 

 

2. So what did he do? 

  - After the assassination of a communist general, Kirov, in 1936, Stalin began the Great Purge. 

    He sent his secret police, the NKVD, to target anyone he suspected of disloyalty and either  

    execute them or send them to the gulags (prison camps). Thousands from the Communist  

    Party, the Red Army, the NKVD, and ordinary Russian people, were “purged” this way. 

 

3. How did people react?  With terror - many reported on their friends, family and neighbours to 

      “prove” their loyalty. 

 

4. Why did he have Show Trials? 

  - He put his most powerful targets on show trials to make examples of them. 

  - The First Show Trial (1936) had Kamenev and Zinoviev among the accused. They were  

    tortured and had threats made against their family. They were given written confessions to  

    read out, and were found guilty. 

  - In the Second (1937) and Third (1938) Show Trials, other politicians and generals were  

     treated the same way. Some tried to resist, but were tortured into co-operating. 

  - Reporters from around the world were allowed to see the trials. 

 

5. What impact did these trials have? 

  - Although people were still afraid, many Russian people supported Stalin against the   

     “traitors” that  were working against him, and called for the accused to be executed. 

  - The Show Trials made an example of anyone who might challenge Stalin, and increased his  

     power. He was a totalitarian dictator, in charge of every aspect of life. 

  - The world saw how much power Stalin wielded in Russia. 

  - By purging many of his highest-ranking generals and leaders, Stalin weakened the Red  

    Army…  just a few years before the beginning of World War II. 


